There are some general lessons to be learned abou t the design of adaptive systems and the best metho d to learn them is an appropriate exercise . This paper lists these lessons, discusses why it is difficult t o use examples from real applications for the exercise , and suggests a game to be used as an alternativ e example problem .
Abstrac t
There are some general lessons to be learned abou t the design of adaptive systems and the best metho d to learn them is an appropriate exercise . This paper lists these lessons, discusses why it is difficult t o use examples from real applications for the exercise , and suggests a game to be used as an alternativ e example problem .
Adaptive Systems
The term adaptive system is being used in various areas of computer science for quite a while now an d adaptivity has been considered to be one of the mos t important properties for information systems of th e future . Adaptive systems are roughly defined t o be "systems that react sensibly even in situation s not foreseen by their designers" . Of course we ar e not satisfied if such behavior is purely accidenta l -we want to design adaptive systems . Incorporating this aspect into the definition above show s that the definition is highly problematic, becaus e then it reads : "Adaptive systems are systems tha t are designed to react sensibly even in situations no t foreseen by their designers", which is almost selfcontradictory. Weaker definitions do not help : The definition "An adaptive system can react sensibly to a set of situations not explicitly considered completely during the design of the system" allows an y heuristic algorithm to qualify as an adaptive system . 2 Teaching Adaptive Systems Design
To answer both questions, we will first discuss th e general lessons to be learned by the students abou t adaptive systems design, then list some of the "real " applications of adaptive systems and their problem s for teaching, and finally suggest a game as a goo d example for teaching and exercising adaptive systems design.
The following lessons must be learned about adaptive systems design :
1 . Before an adaptive system can be designed, the state space and dynamics of the environment i t will be exposed to must be analyzed thoroughly. Hasty designs will often result very weird behavior .
2. It is difficult to make an adaptive system complete, i .e ., surprising situations (which the system cannot handle well) often arise in a real environment . 3. Once an adaptive system is created, its dynamics are often difficult to understand, i .e., the behavior of the adaptive system itself may also b e surprising. 4. Not only must systems react to their environment but also the environment reacts to the actions taken by the system ; this complicates th e dynamics of an adaptive system . 5. In most cases there is no single best solution fo r the design of an adaptive system ; different approaches have different strengths and weaknesses.
All of these issues can be addressed using example tasks taken from real applications such as manufacturing control, traffic control, computer-aide d learning, intelligent cache (or stock) management , etc . These applications, however, all exhibit one o r more of the following problems when used as examples to teach adaptive systems design 1. The application domains in themselves are quit e complex and require a lot of knowledge acquisition work on the part of the student to be understood well enough . 2. There are many channels (parameters) throug h which the system to be used influences its environment . This makes the adaptation proble m multi-dimensional and thus very difficult . 3. Within the bounds of the simplified form of th e problem that can reasonably be expected to b e tackled in a course, real surprises in environmen t behavior tend to be rare for these problems . The environments are relatively simple and student s understand them pretty well . 4. It is often quite difficult to evaluate how goo d a particular adaptive system for some application is . Of course there are objective function s whose values can be recorded and comparedbut which environment situations should be selected to test the system? In most cases it will b e impossible to perform a long-enough real worl d test, which would be the only way to avoid thi s problem .
What we need to find in order to teach adaptive systems design is a good example that is simple enoug h to be understood and implemented in the context of SIGCSE Vol . 26 No . 4 Dec . 199 4 BULLETIN a single course, is difficult enough to let us learn th e lessons listed above, and allows to evaluate solution s easily.
I propose a game, called Knobeln, for this purpose . The corresponding adaptive systems design task i s "write a program that implements a successful strategy for this game" . Using a game has the additional advantage that the evaluation takes the form of a contest and is thus very motivating for the students . Pk > Pk+1 is allowed. If pk > pk+1 then pk+1 < pk+2 < , ., < pk+k is required ; else there exist s some smallest number j (with j > k) for which p> > Pi+1 and then Pj+1 C Pj +2 < . . . < pl-i-k is required . (And so on through the whole game . ) If for instance k = 3 then the sequence 1, 2, 3 , 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 2 is allowed, while 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 1 . is not because the last 1 (less than 2) comes to o early.
The values for the parameters are : a = 1 , b = 12288, k = 8, L e 1000 (other values coul d be used)
. This means the maximum number o f points to win in a single throw is 13 . 8. The game is always played as a tournament i n which each player plays against every other . Th e objective of the players is to get as many point s as possible . The points made by a player in al l his/her games are summed . The player with the most points is the winner of the tournament .
The final rule means that there is no such notio n as "winning a particular game " : A player is no t interested in how many points the opponent gets , but only in how many own points can be achieved . This, together with the logarithmic counting rule , makes cooperation attractive : If I am greedy an d try to let my opponent not get many points, the opponent may start throwing small numbers and I cannot get many points as well; a good solution i s to arrange with my opponent so that first one of u s gets 13 points 8 times in a row, then the other get s 13 points 8 times in a row, and so on and on (o r some similar schedule) .
The adaptation problems to solve in this game ar e Another approach would be to chose the noncooperation case from begin on .
Experimentation with the game showed that thes e problems are not easy to solve (see below) . All th e "lessons to learn" mentioned above are addressed b y this game : Quick hacks fail miserably ; even sophisticated programs encounter situations their designers find surprising or react in surprising ways ; since the game is symmetric, there is heavy bidirectional interaction between "system" (player 1) and "environment" (player 2) ; finally, since the success of a particular strategy depends heavily on the behavio r of the other strategies in the tournament, there i s clearly no single best solution . The Knobeln game has not yet been used in a n actual computer science course . It was, however, the subject of two small student contests her e in Karlsruhe and one larger international contest . The latter, the First International Knobeln Contest , was announced in various newsgroups of the Usene t News system and took place in May 1993 . 41 team s from 9 different countries sent strategy program s written in C by email . The actual contest was ru n on local machines .
The surprise of the contest was that despite the clea r bias of the game towards cooperative approaches , the highest-scoring strategies were all aggressive, exploitative ones . This clearly shows that the Knobel n game, despite the simplicity of its rules, is sufficiently complex in its dynamics to be challenging : It i s quite difficult to defeat exploitative moves of the opponent successfully . This is emphasized further b y the fact that aggressive strategies won although th e contest was carried out in two tournaments whic h both counted for the final result with a one wee k pause in between . During this pause, the participants could review their results from the first tournament (delivered to them in the form of throw-bythrow game protocols) and could modify their strategy program -a possibility that about half of th e participants (the winner was not one of them) used . The winning strategy was one that had been created by a genetic algorithm (employing decision tabl e learning) ; a fact that opens an interesting perspective on the use of state-of-the-art computer scienc e techniques in the development of adaptive systems .
The software used to carry out the contest and th e strategy programs of the participants are availabl e for anonymous ftp from i41s10 . i.xa .uka . de in directory /pub/knobeln (please get and read the fil e README .FIRST first) . BULLETIN dents the opportunity to participate in challenging cooperativ e problem solving exercises tha t require no background in compute r science or proof techniques .
I have explored the proble m with students in introductory computing classes for majors an d nonmajors at West Georgia College , and with ninth through twelft h graders participating in a mathematics enrichment program . I have found it to be one of the mos t informative and popular topic s covered in either setting .
The problem is an effectiv e teaching tool . It catches th e interest of the students with it s imaginative imagery, lets the m work together to solve a difficult, but not too difficult , problem, and offers a foundation to ground a cluster of concept s that otherwise would be too dry and abstract for many beginners .
